Noised Indirect (8 spp) Denoised Indirect Figure 1: The images on the left and middle are global illumination results of Crytek Sponza and 1000 fully dynamic spheres as rendered by this study's approach. The four right images are the area magnified in the left and middle images which have noised indirect (8 spp) and denoised indirect. Both geometries and light sources can be fully dynamic.
INTRODUCTION
The indirect illumination significantly affect the realism of the rendering. However, in the field of real-time rendering such as computer games, VR and AR, the high-quality indirect illumination is not common.
In recent years, many researchers have worked on solving the GI issues in real time. The voxel cone tracing (VCT ) approach builds and updates octree in each frame, so it is not effienct when rendering a scene which has a large number of dynamic objects [Crassin et al. 2011 ]. The reflective shadow maps (RSMs) method does not consider the indirect visibility [Dachsbacher and Stamminger 2005 ]. The VGI method shows real-time performance only in the nearfield indirect illumination [Thiedemann et al. 2011] , and it does not generate mipmap in depth dimension (2D mipmap). This is different from our MRM algorithm which is a new ray marching algorithm.
The biggest challenge of this research is how to interactive consider indirect visibility in a fully dynamic scene. We utilize the strategies of reducing sampling and accelerating ray-voxel intersection to efficiently approximate the indirect illumination.
INDIRECT ILLUMINATION
There are a total of three steps to estimate the indirect illumination.
• In the first pass, we render the scene from the light source to generate flux map, normal map, and position map. • In the second pass, we apply a fast surface voxelization with whole scene and write output voxels to the corresponding locations of a texture3D buffer. Then we generate the 3D mipmap of this buffer. • In the third pass, we emit a small number k(k > 0) of random rays on the hemisphere of each pixel x p . Then we use MRM algorithm to accelerate the ray-voxel intersection until the ray hits x k , which is the first intersection point of the kth ray. Finally, we use the shadow mapping algorithm (depth comparison) to determine whether the x k is a secondary light source. If the x k is directly illuminated, sample the flux map to collect the indirect illumination in the corresponding RSMs location of x k . Otherwise, we ignore it.
MIPMAP-BASED RAY MARCHING
The basic idea of our MRM algorithm is checking blockers (voxels) from the coarse mipmap level to the more detailed mipmap level by taking ray marching with a flexible interval size. Figure 2 demonstrates the basic idea of MRM. For each random emitted ray, the first sample is taken with a started mipmap level m(m ≥ 0) after skipping an offset from the ray start position. After the first sampling, the two following situations are expected.
• Situation 1: The sample value is equal to zero. It means that there is no blocker in the current zone, and we should continue marching the ray to the next sample zone. To further improve the ray marching efficiency, if the parent level's zones of current sample and next sample are different, we try to increase the mipmap level. • Situation 2: The sample value is greater than zero. It indicates that there are blockers in the current zone, so we need to go to a more detailed mipmap level. At the same time, in order to improve the accuracy, we should go back to the start location of the current mipmap level's voxel grid boundary. If the current mipmap level reaches zero and the sample value is greater than zero, we stop marching ray and conclude that this ray is occluded by blockers.
DENOISING WITH LMR
As described above, we approximate the indirect illumination by randomly emitting a small number of rays in each pixel. Then severe high frequency noises would be produced in indirect images. In this case, traditional edge-avoiding filtering methods cannot balance denoising and preserving edges well in luminance space, although iterating the denoising process many times.
Therefore, we use a simple method, LMR, to improve this. The first step of the LMR is to determine whether the current pixel p is a local noise. We calculate the local mean luminance value µ(p) and std(p) in the current filtering kernel to determine a local Gaussian distribution. With µ(p) and std(p), δ min and δ max are calculated as Equation 1. As shown in Equation 2, if l(p) is outside of one of ends δ min and δ max , we consider that p is a noise, and the luminance l(p) is replaced with the µ(p). Otherwise, we do not replace it. As a result, if p is a noise, we use local mean as the luminance value of the current pixel. The γ is a parameter to adjust the extent of the noise estimation.
RESULTS
This study's solution is implemented using DirectX 11, and all tests in this paper are based on Core i5-6600 CPU, RT X 2080 GPU, and 16GB memory. We tested the performance of our GI solutions with fully dynamic 1000 MIT spheres as shown in Figure 3 . Each MIT sphere has 960 vertices and 320 faces. Finally, we obtained average 53 FPS with 4 spp and 256 3 voxel grid resolution at 1280 × 720 window size. Figure 3 : A test scene with fully dynamic 1000 MIT spheres. All of the GI images are rendered by 4spp and 256 3 voxel grid resolution.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents efficient and high-quality indirect illumination solutions in the traditional rasterization pipeline by improving the deficiencies of RSMs, and it does not need to build any complex tree structure, so it is simple and easy to implement. Additionally, our solutions can also be used at the real-time ray or path tracers. The combination of voxelization and MRM could cope with the fully dynamic scenes more effectively than the scene organization methods that using tree structures.
